


ABOUT ARTDIS (SINGAPORE) LTD
ARTDIS (Singapore) Ltd, formerly known as Very Special Arts 
Singapore, is a leading charity dedicated to creating learning and 
livelihood opportunities for persons with disabilities in the arts. 

Started in 1993 by Ambassador-at-Large Professor Tommy Koh, 
ART:DIS organises programmes, workshops, projects, collaborations, 
exhibitions and performances for persons with disabilities to reach for 
excellence and be relevant for the future.

ART:DIS establishes pathways in the arts for persons with disabilities 
to express themselves, gain confidence and be part of a community 
that is rewarding. Through the 3Es – Enable, Empower, Engage – 
ART:DIS aims to inspire our artists, volunteers, partners and donors 
to participate in a community that is dedicated to creating a more 
inclusive and diverse society.

ABOUT PARALLEL RETROSPECTION
Parallel Retrospection is an exhibition by 20 Artists-In-Training of 
ARTDIS (Singapore) Ltd. The 44 artworks on display, ranging from 
bold acrylic paintings to precise line drawings with marker pens 
and soft sceneries with pencils, demonstrate their improvement 
in conceptualisation and artistry following a year of home-based 
lessons.

Despite the isolation and the uncertainty of the pandemic, our young 
artists found the silver lining in their memories or anticipation of the 
future. In recounting happier moments with loved ones or awaiting 
the lifting of safety measures to resume one’s favourite activities, they 
drew and painted with optimism in their hearts.

Parallel Retrospection thus brims with positivity and our artists hope 
that audiences will find joy and relief in the things they enjoy doing, 
just as they did through art-making. As they journey together towards 
professionalism, each artist shines with their own unique light and we 
welcome you to witness their growth in this exhibition.
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AARON YAP (1996)
Aaron is a cheerful and friendly boy who loves to express himself 
by sketching expressive cartoon characters. These animals are 
often depicted in interesting places, which is reflective of his own 
experience in visiting many landmarks in Singapore and beyond.

Known for his persistence, Aaron is a perfectionist who will discard 
his drawings without hesitation should he detect a flaw. Every artwork 
of his is thus a culmination of hours of hard work. As of 2019, Aaron is 
a proud recipient of the NAFA CLE Certificate in Visual Arts.

ARIEL KOH (1996)
Ariel is a cheerful girl who associates herself with the lead character 
from The Little Mermaid, having thoroughly enjoyed the Disney film 
as a young girl. 

She loves dancing, playing music, drawing and colouring. In her 
artworks, she often incorporates sunshine, butterflies and flowers, 
which are characteristic of her sunny personality. Following advanced 
art training, Ariel is a proud recipient of the NAFA CLE Certificate in 
Visual Arts.

AVLYNN NG (2004)
Avlynn was a late bloomer, discovering her talent for art only in sec-
ondary school. Since then she has been enamoured by the medium, 
using art as a means to express herself and communicate her ideas to 
the world.

In 2018, Avlynn joined ART:DIS as an Artist-In-Training to further 
refine her artistic skill and style. Characteristic of her paintings are 
bold and broad strokes of colour, which are inspired by her practice in 
wushu and dance. Avlynn thus paints not only with a paintbrush, but 
her heart and entire body.

BEATRICE GOH (2004)
Restless as a child, Beatrice’s mother introduced her to drawing in the 
hopes of honing her concentration and focus. Since then, her interest 
in art has only grown and in 2017, Beatrice enrolled into ART:DIS to 
further develop her artistic style.

Beatrice’s appreciation for multiculturalism is evident in her works, 
which often depict people of various nationalities. Her dream is to 
become an air stewardess for Singapore Airlines so that she can 
interact with people from di�erent cultures. Her works represent not 
only her ambitions but also her dreams of a harmonious world.

AMELIA TAN (2002)
Amelia has been practicing art at ART:DIS since 2008, and has 
since acquired mastery of several di�erent media. An established 
artist today, she has worked on art commission for several local 
organisations. In 2019, Amelia was chosen as NCSS’s SeeTheTrueMe
Campaign Ambassador and created artwork for LiHo’s drink cup 
sleeve and their Cineleisure outlet for the campaign. 

A former student of Pathlight School, her artwork Demon to them, 
Star to Others was awarded a Certificate of Recognition (Special 
Mention) for Singapore Youth Festival 2018 and was selected for 1 
year extended display at MOE’s Building. 

In 2020, Amelia was awarded a one-year scholarship from Nanyang 
Polytechnic for her Poly Foundation Program. She is now pursuing a 
Diploma in Animation & Visual E�ects, getting one step closer to her 
dream of becoming an Illustrator.

CHONG YAO QING (2000)
Yao Qing first studied art at the age of 7, and has since mastered 
special painting techniques such as blending lighter and darker 
colours, dividing compositions into sections, and drawing directly 
with watercolour pencils and paint. Yao Qing enjoys art as it allows 
him to be more creative and imaginative and at ART:DIS, he is given 
the freedom to explore his creative potential.
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EZRA CHAN (2000)
Ezra is a dexterous young artist who is adept at spatial visualisation. 
He possesses excellent photographic memory and is able to portray 
aerial and linear perspectives in his unique art style. Ezra’s meticulous 
and colourful approach can be seen in his digital illustrations, 
animations, drawings, paintings and creative 3D objects.

Ezra obtained a remarkable achievement, being named ‘Most 
Promising Artist of the Year’ at the UOB Painting of the Year 2015. He 
has since obtained a distinction for the NAFA CLE Certificate in Visual 
Arts.

JARED LEE (2003)
Jared is a young boy with a sunny disposition. He enjoys creating 
characters and narratives from his imagination. His detailed rendering 
of their expression and the world that surrounds them displays 
his keen eye for world-building and story-boarding. Since joining 
ART:DIS, Jared has expanded his portfolio to include polymer clay 
sculpting and is especially thrilled to explore his art style through the 
3D medium.

FLOYD THIEN (2002)
Floyd’s adventure in art began when he was presented with a 
‘Magna-Doodle’ on his first birthday. Today, he is a cheerful teenager 
obsessed with most things numerical. He even taught himself how to 
write numbers in Arabic and can even count in Cantonese and Malay. 

He joined ART:DIS in 2006 and views the weekly art classes as a 
safe space where he can relax and creatively express his thoughts. 
He has won numerous prizes in art competitions and has received 
commissions from EZ-Link and SMRT.

HUGH LEE (2006)
Hugh is a young boy who exudes quiet confidence and is fascinated 
with train tunnels  MRT stations. His art style is characterised by 
creative use of bold colours. In 2018, Hugh was awarded the Lee 
Kuan Yew Exemplary Student Award for his pursuit for academic 
achievement, sporting excellence in swimming and artistic 
expressions. He is very humbled by the award and through hardwork, 
he is ever more determined to overcome any challenges in life.

JOSHUA TANG (1992)
Joshua is a cheerful and friendly young man who works as an F&B 
Service Associate at Rasa Sentosa Resort. His interests include 
swimming, bowling, watching movies and travelling.

Art has been a way for Joshua to share his emotions, opinions and 
thoughts. He often paints from memory or his imagination. Joshua is 
especially proud when his artworks are appreciated and auctioned o� 
to raise funds for causes close to his heart.

KENNETH LEE (1992)
From the tender age of 5, Kenneth has taken a keen interest in 
drawing. Today, he is an innovative artist who specialises in illustrating 
with a micron marker, creating breathtaking works that showcase his 
mastery of perspective and spatial design.

Kenneth takes great joy in seeing his artworks on exhibit as his most 
cherished ambition is to become a full-fledged artist. In obtaining the 
NAFA CLE Certificate in Visual Arts, he is one step closer to achieving 
his dream.

MITCHELL SOH (1996)
Mitchell has been drawing ever since he could hold a pencil. Some 
of his favourite subjects to depict are characters from the Beijing 
Opera, the Singapore Red Lions skydiving and animals at Singapore 
Zoo. Mitchell’s artworks o�er us a glimpse of the world through his 
eyes. Apart from drawing and painting, Mitchell is an avid gamer and 
photographer. He is especially skilled at capturing wildlife on film. 
Check out his photos on Instagram @96mitchell96.

CHRISTIAN TAN (1994)
Christian is an outgoing and lovable young man who loves to chat 
about his varied interests. He has a keen eye for lines and is especially 
adept at creating simple yet powerful imagery. A printmaker-
in-training who is comfortable both with wet and dry mediums, 
Christian’s works are often inspired by objects from his daily life and 
nature.
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TREVOR LEE (2000)
Trevor is a friendly artist who enjoys eating, singing, dancing and 
drawing anime characters. It therefore comes as no surprise that he 
hopes to pursue a career in the food or arts industry. Art has been 
a way for Trevor to express himself and escape into a completely 
di�erent place. He views the process as therapeutic and hopes that 
audiences will similarly find peace, joy and serenity when gazing at 
his works.

NOAH TAN (2001)
Noah is an exceptional young artist known for his innate ability 
to match colours. His aesthetic has further seen him receiving 
commissions from brands such as Uniqlo and GIC. In 2016, he was 
chosen to live paint a Louis Chair at ION Art Gallery, together with the 
Guest of Honour Miss Ho Ching.

Noah is a graduate of Rainbow Centre and further obtained a 
distinction for the NAFA CLE Certificate in Visual Arts. For his 
outstanding potential in the arts, as well as his commitment to the 
community, Noah was awarded the Goh Chok Tong Enable Awards 
2021 (UBS Promise).

SIMEON TAN (1999)
Simeon is an autistic artist who enjoys painting and dancing. His art 
style is characterised by bold colours and sweeping lines. Some of 
his favourite themes to depict are robots, technology, mythology 
and manga. A graduate of Pathlight School, Simeon further obtained 
the NAFA CLE Certificate in Visual Arts in 2021 and is on track to 
pursuing his dreams as an artist. 

SUNSHINE TAY (1989)
Just like her namesake, Sunshine is a warm and helpful individual 
despite her shy demeanour. She enjoys painting for it gives her a 
great sense of accomplishment after completing each work. Her 
favourite subjects to paint are animals, fruits and family. With her 
simplistic and illustrative painting style, Sunshine hopes that her art 
can put a smile on someone’s face. The hard-of-hearing artist is also a 
photographer and in her spare time, Sunshine can be found outdoors 
capturing the beauty of nature through her lens.

THILAK LAXMAN (2004)
Thilak enjoys using watercolours and acrylic paints to express 
his emotions. An avid fan of National Geographic Wild, he is very 
interested in the natural world. The Artist-In-training level at ART:DIS 
have thus helped him add more realism to his paintings, which often 
feature animals and the environment. 

Thilak enjoys painting as it is a way for him to express himself and 
his emotions. His works were showcased at the Singapore Youth 
Festival 2018 Art Exhibition, and he further received a Certificate from 
the Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth for his artwork Our 
Animals.

ABOUT THE ARTIST-IN-TRAINING LEVEL
At the Artist-In-Training level, we empower students to realise 
their unique perspective in art by providing training in artistic skill 
sets, fostering of new knowledge and broadening of perspectives. 
Through opportunities to showcase their talents at exhibitions or on 
stage, as well as collaborate with partners on projects, students gain 
confidence in their chosen mode of expression and grow into their 
identity as budding artists.

There are currently two Visual Arts programmes o�ered at the Artist-
In-Training level – Fine Arts, and Ceramics. With adequate training, 
students can further learn conceptualisation skills by pursuing a 
Certificate in Visual Arts o�ered by Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts.

If you are interested to start learning with us, kindly register at 
bit.ly/ARTDIS_BrightSkool and our Programme Executives will be in 
touch to find out more about your needs, skills, interests and goals in 
art.

SERENE SNG (1987)
Serene is a diligent student who has been practising acrylic painting 
for several years. Some of her favourite themes include natural 
sceneries and still life. Serene enjoys painting because it brings 
her peace and tranquillity. She hopes to one day become a skillful 
and successful artist who can inspire others. In 2018, Serene won 
first prize in the ‘Young Adult Category’ of ART:DIS’s annual art 
competition ‘See What I See’.
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Wonderful Time with Friends
by Avlynn Ng

Size: 59.5cm(H) X 42cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: ANXW/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $755.00

Wonderful Time with Friends
by Avlynn Ng

Size: 59.5cm(H) X 42cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: ANXW/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $755.00
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Self-Portrait Watching Godzilla
by Hugh Lee

Size: 51cm(H) X 40.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: HLSX/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $505.00
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Godzilla at Sunset
by Hugh Lee

Size: 42(H) X 59.5cm cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: HLSX/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $755.00
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Ha Long Bay
by Joshua Tang

Size: 59.5cm(H) X 42cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: JT/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $755.00

Ho Chi Minh City
by Joshua Tang

Size: 61cm(H) X 45.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: JT/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $755.00
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Camera Safari
by Mitchell Soh

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: MSJY/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $655.00

A Photography Adventure
by Mitchell Soh

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: MSJY/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $655.00



Walking Around my Estate
by Sunshine Tay

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: STGL/22/04/01
Medium: Pencil and Soft Pastel
Sale Price: $505.00

Nice Scenery to See
by Sunshine Tay

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: STGL/22/04/02
Medium: Pencil and Soft Pastel
Sale Price: $505.00

A Chance to go Out
by Sunshine Tay

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: STGL/22/04/03
Medium: Pencil and Soft Pastel
Sale Price: $505.00
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Yellow
by Amelia Tan

Size: 30cm(H) X 24cm(L)
Code: ATKQ/22/04/01
Medium: Mix Media
Sale Price: Not for sale

Orange
by Amelia Tan

Size: 30cm(H) X 24cm(L)
Code: ATKQ/22/04/02
Medium: Mix Media
Sale Price: Not for sale
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Red
by Amelia Tan

Size: 30cm(H) X 24cm(L)
Code: ATKQ/22/04/03
Medium: Mix Media
Sale Price: Not for sale



Wishing Upon the Shooting 
Stars, Brighter Never Seen 
Before in my Life
by Ariel Koh

Size: 42cm(H) X 30cm(L)
Code: AKSC/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $500.00

Wishing Upon the Shooting 
Stars, Brighter Never Seen 
Before in my Life
by Ariel Koh

Size: 42cm(H) X 30cm(L)
Code: AKSC/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $500.00

Wishing Upon the Shooting 
Stars, Brighter Never Seen 
Before in my Life
by Ariel Koh

Size: 42cm(H) X 30cm(L)
Code: AKSC/22/04/03
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $500.00
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Self-Portrait
by Floyd Thien

Size: 59.5cm(H) X 42cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: FTFS/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $755.00

Eagle
by Floyd Thien

Size: 59.3cm(H) X 45.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: FTFS/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $755.00
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Save the World
by Jared Lee

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: JLJL/22/04/01
Medium: Brush Pen
Sale Price: $505.00

The Superhero
by Jared Lee

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: JLJL/22/04/02
Medium: Brush Pen
Sale Price: $505.00

Celebration
by Jared Lee

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: JLJL/22/04/03
Medium: Brush Pen
Sale Price: $505.00
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Into the Black Forest
by Trevor Lee

Size: 59.5cm(H) X 42cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: TLJW/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $655.00
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Seasons
by Ezra Chan

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: ECY/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $705.00
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Tranquility
by Noah Tan

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: NTK/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $1,255.00

Tranquility
by Noah Tan

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: NTK/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $1,255.00



Fantasy of Little Octopus
by Simeon Tan

Size: 59.5cm(H) X 42cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: STRE/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $855.00

The Kraken Unleashed
by Simeon Tan

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: STRE/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $855.00
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Red Panda’s Journey – In the Bathtub
by Aaron Yap

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: AYJH/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $755.00

Red Panda’s Journey – Dinner with 
Nocturnal Animals
by Aaron Yap

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: AYJH/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $755.00

Red Panda’s Journey – Diurnal Animals in 
the Jungle
by Aaron Yap

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: AYJH/22/04/03
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $755.00
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World of Nations Festival
by Beatrice Goh

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: BGJY/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $505.00

ASEAN Arts Festival
by Beatrice Goh

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: BGJY/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $505.00
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Fun and Games – Monopoly
by Chong Yao Qing

Size: 40cm(H) X 30cm(L) X 1.5cm(T)
Code: CYQ/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $505.00
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Fun and Games – Billards
by Chong Yao Qing

Size: 30cm(H) X 40cm(L) X 1.5cm(T)
Code: CYQ/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $505.00
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The Bikers Journey
by Kenneth Lee

Size: 21.2cm(H) X 29.7cm(L)
Code: KLCW/22/04/01
Medium: Marker
Sale Price: $650.00

The Bikers Journey
by Kenneth Lee

Size: 21.2cm(H) X 29.7cm(L)
Code: KLCW/22/04/02
Medium: Marker
Sale Price: $650.00

The Bikers Journey
by Kenneth Lee

Size: 21.2cm(H) X 29.7cm(L)
Code: KLCW/22/04/03
Medium: Marker
Sale Price: $650.00
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Gormiti Land of Evil Cave Mountain
by Thilak Laxman

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: RTL/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $505.00

Gormiti Cave of Doom
by Thilak Laxman

Size: 42cm(H) X 59.5cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: RTL/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $505.00
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My Set of Cleaning Tools
by Christian Tan

Size: 59.5cm(H) X 42cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: CTWS/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $655.00

The Whole Set of Cleaning
Equipment
by Christian Tan

Size: 59.5cm(H) X 42cm(L)
         X 1.7cm(T)
Code: CTWS/22/04/02
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $655.00

My Set of Cleaning
Equipment and Tools
by Christian Tan

Size: 59.5cm(H) X 42cm(L)
         X 1.7cm(T)
Code: CTWS/22/04/03
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $655.00



ART:DIS @ Bedok
Block 133 Bedok North Avenue 3 #01-138 

Singapore 460133 
Telephone: +65 6448 6275

ART:DIS @ Changi
5 Changi Business Park Central 1 #03 -01 

Changi City Point Singapore 486038
Telephone: +65 6604 9431       

For more enquires or to book a viewing 
appointment to visit our gallery, please 

contact sales@artdis.org.sg

artdis.org.sg@art.dis.singapore@art.dis.singapore

Playing in the Playground
by Serene Sng

Size: 59.5cm(H) X 42cm(L) X 1.7cm(T)
Code: SSWY/22/04/01
Medium: Acrylic
Sale Price: $505.00
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